Mental Note is actively being used by students at
PS 231K in Brooklyn, New York.

Mental Note
for iPad
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Education

Combine graphics, oral & written descriptions on a single page to create a mood diary entry
Students at PS 231K, in Brooklyn, New York, love using Mental Note.
Bob Prince, the school’s Tech Teacher explains: “we love the app

use four apps in order to complete an entry: Mental Note, Strip Designer
[for decorating a photo of a student], Dragon Dictation [for dictating

and use it regularly... Our student population consists of
young children with autism as well as K-5 students with
severe emotional difficulties. I use Mental Note as a
means of recording and displaying their work. It’s very
effective.”
One of the projects Mr. Prince has developed won the

feelings into text], and Pages [for graphing historical data].” The

Mental
Note: Capture
ideas as they
happen

school a set of iPads from Apple, and a “Best Practices”
award from the New York City Department of Education. The

combination of the apps allows the students to keep a record of
their moods. “This record can help us to track causes and
potential solutions to problematic behavior. It works extremely
well with our standard assessment kids in that it helps to build
their metacognitive awareness.”
The journal entry itself is created in Mental Note, since

Mental Note offers a very simple way to combine text, audio, pictures,

project is called “Design-a-Mood” and involves using Mental Note with a

and sketches all together onto the same digital page. For more details,

combination of apps to create “an on-going electronic daily journal. We

view the full Design-a-Mood presentation.
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Design-a-Mood is an on-going
electronic daily journal. Combine a
photo, with an oral and written
description of your mood, and also
include an illustration. insert the
“Mood Meter” and use the sketch
pen to record where your mood
appears on the meter.

Mental Note for iPad is created by Zymbiotic Technologies Inc., in Vancouver, Canada. For more information visit www.zymbiotic.com or contact info@zymbiotic.com.

